23rd Annual 1995
NY Brass Conference & Music Festival

May 12, 13, 14
Hotel Roosevelt
N.Y.C.

3 incredible days loaded with over 40 concerts & lectures, dazzling exhibits, awesome instrument raffles & more.

For general information and Schedule of Events contact: Conference Headquarters:
315 W. 53 St., NYC 10019 (212) 581-1480
HISTORIC BRASS SOCIETY JOURNAL

SAINT-SAËNS ANDANTE [ca.1854]
horn & organ

REICHA SOLO en Mi [ca.1820]
horn & piano

DVORAK FANFARE [1891]
4 natural tpts. & timpani

D'INDY RONDO [1910]
4 natural tpts.

MAURER 12 STUCKE [ca.1870]
2 cornets 2 horns & tb.

CERUBINI 8 MARCHES [1814]
trumpet 2 horns tb/pt.

DAVID NONETTO [1839]
2 cnts 4 horns 2tb & oph.

GRIEG SORGEMARSCH [1876]
3 cnts Eb tpt 2 althorn
1 bar 1 tube & percuss.

URBIN 23 PENSEES [1854]
2 horns

NEUKOMM 2 MARCHES [1839/39]
2 horns

4 trombones

BIRDALONE MUSIC

LOUIS-FRANÇOIS DAUPRAT Method for Cor Alto and Cor Basse (1824)

This valuable treatise on the horn is available for immediate delivery at last, in its first complete English translation. The numerous musical examples and over 700 etudes and exercises are reproduced in facsimile from the first edition. Dauprat discusses equipment, hand-stopping technique, 19th-century performance practices, musical style and taste, articulation, and ornamentation, and offers sage advice to students, teachers, and composers. Limited to 1025 copies. A must for the serious teacher and student of the Horn. Printed in the original size on acid-free paper, and hardbound in full cloth. 500 pages. $150. Domestic UPS $5 per book, surface mail (non-U.S.) $8.

Horn and String Orchestra (Score $10 each, Parts $15 per set)
Graun Concerto in D Major
Röllig Concerto in E flat Major
Quantz Concerto in E flat Major

Nicolas de Krufft "Sonate pour le Pianoforte avec Accompagnement de Cor" (1812)
In the original key of E, reprinted from the 1836 Breitkopf edition $15

Free listing of additional music in print is available

Please include $1 per work for domestic delivery or surface mail. If air mail is desired for non-U.S. addresses, please add $5 per work. Payment may be made by check, money order (U.S. funds), MasterCard or Visa (include expiration date), and sent to the address below.

Birdalone Music  508 North College Ave., Suite 333 Bloomington IN 47404 USA
Phone (812) 333-0167  Fax (812) 337-0118
FORMER STATE TRUMPETER_follows in the footsteps of Beale, Bull & Harris

Continuing 300 years of English tradition, Mister David Edwards is pleased to announce that he is ready to accept commissions for his facsimiles of instruments exhibited in famous English Museums.

Many prominent professionals throughout Europe, the Orient and the New World already use Baroque trumpets made by this former member of the Queen's Life Guard.

This is your opportunity to emulate the trumpeters who played for Mister Purcell and Mister Handel upon instruments made by Mister Beale (formerly of Oliver's and laterly of His Majesty's Horse Guards) and Mister Bull and Mister Harris, Makers of the King's Trumpets.

Please address your enquiries to...

Mister David Edwards,
Four Winds,
5 Holly Ridge, Fenns Lane,
Walt End, Surrey GU24 9QE,
England.

International Trumpet Guild

_Some of ITG's Programs Include:_

- **4 ITG Journals per year** — articles on performance, history, literature, recordings, pedagogy, physiology, interviews, instrument modifications, and many other trumpet related areas; reviews of books, records, and music; new product information; news of interest to the trumpet world.
- **Annual ITG Conference** — lectures, recitals, and master classes presented by the world's most outstanding trumpeters
- **Job Vacancy Notice Service** — free to members
- **Membership Directory** — free to members
- **Commissioning of new trumpet music**
- **Competitions for trumpet performance** (with cash prizes)
- **Composition contests for trumpet music**
- **Scholarships • Research Library • ITG Archive • More**

_For complete details concerning ITG, write to:_

Bryan Goff, Treasurer
International Trumpet Guild
School of Music • Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306-2098 USA
INDIANA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Natural Horn Workshop

Richard M. Seraphinoff, director
June 12-17, 1995 (Tuesday-Saturday)

Participants will receive two private lessons during the course of the week as well as daily master classes, ensemble sessions, and lectures. An informal concert will conclude the workshop. A limited number of school instruments will be available for those who do not own a natural horn. Inexpensive university housing is available.

Tuition for the five-day workshop is $300
Deadline for application May 1

For more information and application forms, contact:
Leonard Phillips, Special Programs, Indiana University
School of Music, Bloomington, IN 47405 (812) 855-1814

Join the International Horn Society

The IHS is more than an organization. It is an opportunity to participate in the very best of what the HORN has to offer. Get the best in and from your horn playing!

One year membership: $30.00
Library Membership: $45.00
Three year membership: $75.00
Life membership: $500.00

Send name and dues with permanent mailing address for your membership to:

Ellen Powley
IHS Executive Secretary
2220 N 1400 E
Provo, UT 84604 USA
The Endsley Co. offers a complete line of historical brass replicas. Instruments and mouthpieces from customer design are available in addition to restoration and duplication of parts.

Write for a complete catalog of products and services.

2253 Bellaire Street
Denver, Colorado 80207
We invite you to test our historical Trumpets and Squeuebots at the Amherst Early Brass Symposium

Fa A. Egger
Tumerstr: 32, CH-4058 Basel Schweiz, Tel: 061 681 42 33, Fax: 061 681 72 20
Fine Handcrafted

CORNETTS

JOHN R. McCANN
2938 South 9800 East
Sandy, Utah 84092
(801) 942-6173
Robb Stewart Brass Instruments


Repair, restoration and conservation of antique brass instruments.

A large number of used and antique instruments on hand for sale.

Call or write for price lists, etc.
140 E. Santa Clara St., #18
Arcadia, CA 91006
(818) 447-1904
The American Musical Instrument Society is an international organization founded in 1971 to promote study of the history, design, and use of musical instruments in all cultures and from all periods.

The Society holds annual meetings with symposia, papers, and performances of interest to the membership.

The Journal, published annually, presents scholarly articles about the history, design, and care of musical instruments.

Three issues of the Newsletter disseminate information about worldwide activities, book lists and comments, and short articles of general appeal to curators, collectors, performers, and others interested in musical instruments.

For membership information, please contact the AMIS Membership Office, c/o Albert R. Rice, 6114 Corbin Ave., Tarzana, CA 91356 USA. Tel (818) 776-9446.
**EARLY BRASS**

- **English & German Baroque Trumpets**
- **English Flatt Trumpets**
- **Medieval Straight Trumpets**
- **Alto, Tenor & Bass Sackbutts**
- **Sackbutt in A**

All instruments feature hammered bells and utilise the acoustic principles of the period to re-create, as near as possible, the original sound.

*Full details on request from:*

**FRANK TOMES**

25 CHURCH PATH

MERTON PARK

LONDON SW19 3HJ. U.K.

telephone: 0181-542 4942

---

**BATTERIES-FANFARES**

REVUE DE LA CONFEDERATION FRANCAISE DES BATTERIES FANFARES

Pour le développement et le progrès technique des formations musicales populaires

**Membership Application**

**NAME:**

(Title)  (First)  (Last)

**ADDRESS:**

Enclosed membership dues (100.00FF) for 1 year subscription (4 issues a year).

Please make check payable to: C.F.B.F. All checks must be payable on a French bank or French cash.

Send memberships dues and application to:

C.F.B.F.

B.P. 20

F-92420 VAUCRESSON

FRANCE

Members are encouraged to submit news of their activities, letters to the editor and articles for possible inclusion in the "Batterie Fanfare" revue.
BERND SANDNER
Bellmaker

Specializing in Bells for Brass Instruments
Handmade using Traditional Methods
Also specializing in Historical Designs and Decorations
All Bells are made in one piece, with a Single, Longitudinal, Toothed Seam

Ernst-Gläser-Str. 2 • 08265 Erlbach / Vogtland • Germany
Tel.: 037422/6159 • Fax: 037422/46637

Gerhard Wolfram
Master Craftsman of Brass Instruments
New Instruments, Restorations, and Custom Work

Wemitzgrüner Str. 27 Tel./Fax (037422) 3068
08258 Markneukirchen / Vogtland Germany

A wide selection of high-quality brass instruments, including all sizes down to Baritone horn, made in a tradition of fine hand craftsmanship.

Specializing in:

Handmade Hunting Horns and Natural Horns

Based on measurements taken from historical instruments
Especially light, thin-walled construction
Available in all keys—Custom designs and materials on request
CONTINUO
for an Authoritative source on
Early Music recordings, books and Music

Quilling
with
Feathers
-Keith Hill

$30
AND choose any SINGLE DISC from
our catalogs for FREE!
5 Issues /year

To Order or receive a sample copy
Call 1-800 -231-2489
(Mastercard, Visa, Discover)
P.O. box 327, Hammondsport, NY, 14840
The Galpin Society was founded in 1946 for the publication of original research into the history, construction, development and use of musical instruments. Its name commemorates the late Canon F. W. Galpin, the great pioneering organologist.

The Journal, published annually, contains articles, reviews, notes and queries on all aspects of musical instruments. Back numbers and an Index (1-25) are available.

A Research Grant is offered to assist in study, in anticipation of an article suitable for inclusion in the Journal.

A Bulletin is issued three times a year, publicising future activities, reporting on recent ones, placing notices from members attending conferences, etc., and containing requests for information. A separate free advertisement leaflet is available for members.

Catalogues of the 1968 Edinburgh and the 40th Anniversary 'Made for Music' Exhibitions are obtainable from the Secretary.

Visits are organised to instrument collections, many not normally accessible in the U.K., Europe and beyond. The curators of important collections in universities, museums and conservatories worldwide often allow visiting groups of members the privilege of seeing workshops, stores and conservation departments in addition to the collections. From time to time members are invited to visit the homes of private collectors.

The Annual General Meeting is held in the U.K. in the Summer.

Membership is open to all and is international. Institutions may enrol and enjoy all rights of representation. Membership lists are available to members.

Application Forms and further details can be obtained from the Secretary, Pauline Holden, 2 Quinton Rise, Oadby, Leicester LE2 5PN, England.
This is the ultimate 4-hole system trumpet, based on typical 18th century English instruments of makers like Harris and Shaw.

There are 2 versions, one in D and C, the other in F and E. Both play at all pitches from A=440 to A=415.

Garland, ball and ferrules are pure silver. A more conical bell section (after the 17th century Dudley trumpet), for a softer, darker sound, is also available for use with the same crooks.

For further details, contact:

JOHN WEBB
Padbrook, Chaddington Lane, Binknoll, Wootton Bassett, Wilts. SN4 8QR.
Phone: 0793 853171 Fax: 0793 848498
GEERT JAN VAN DER HEIDE
HISTORICAL
WINDINSTRUMENTS

• Sackbuts after Hainlein, Ebe, Dreveln and Ehe a.o.
• Horns after Haas, Ebe, Raoux and Körner (Vienna).
• Trumpets after Hainlein, Ebe, Riedel a.o.
• Mouthpieces, based on originals, can be made to measure.

All instruments are made by hand, using historical techniques. No modern applications, like stockings on chromium slides on sackbuts or fingerholes on trumpets and horns are used. In this way the sound is as authentic as possible.

Now available classical trombones (alto, tenor and bass) after J.G. Eschenbach, Neukirchen (ca. 1790).

Instruments in use by:
"Les Arts Florissants"
"La Petite Bande"
"Orkest van de 18e Eeuw"
"Concerto Palatino"
"La Fenice"
and others.

For detailed information please write to:

GEERT JAN VAN DER HEIDE
WITHAGERSTEEG 4
3882 MH PUTTEN, NETHERLANDS
Tel. (0)3418 - 53 53 8
IMAGO MUSICAЕ
INTERNATIONAL YEARBOOK
OF MUSICAL ICONOGRAPHY

VII 1990

FEBO GUIZZI: Visual message and music in cultures with oral tradition
MAURIZIO DELLA PORTA AND EZIO GENOVESI: The figure of the shepherd-musician from the late Middle Ages to the Renaissance: some iconographical examples from Central Italy
NICOLETTA GUIDOBALDI: Images of music in Cesare Ripa’s Iconologia
NICO STAITI: Satyrs and shepherds: musical instruments within mythological and sylvan scenes in Italian art
FEBO GUIZZI: The sounds of povertà contenta: cityscape, landscape, soundscape, and musical portraiture in Italian genre painting of the 17th and 18th centuries
TILMANN SEEBASS: Idyllic Arcadia and Italian musical reality: experiences of German writers and artists (1770–1835)
ALEXANDRA GOULAKI-VOUTIRA: Neugriechischer Tanz und Musik aus europäischer Sicht
Bibliographia 1989–1990

ISSN 0255–8831
240 p. with b/w and colour plates
Lit. 65 000

LIBRERIA MUSICALE ITALIANA EDITRICE
I-55100 Lucca – P. O. Box 198 – tel +39 (583) 394464 fax +39 (583) 394469

RECERCARE
Journal for the Study and Practice of Early Music

III 1991

PATRIZIO BARBIERI: “Chiavette” and modal transposition in Italian practice (c. 1500–1837)
ALEXANDER SILBIGER: Is the Italian keyboard “intavolatura” a tablature?
RENZO GIORGETTI: Gli organari Luca e Stefano Blasi: gli anni e le opere giovanili
FREDERICK HAMMOND: The influence of Girolamo Frescobaldi on French keyboard music
FRANCO PIPERNO: ‘Concerto’ e ‘concertato’ nella musica strumentale italiana del secolo decimo settimo
PAOLO FABBRI: Politica editoriale e musica strumentale in Italia dal Cinque al Settecento
COMUNICAZIONI
ANDREA CHEGAI: La musica a San Pietro in Castello, duomo di Venezia, fra XVI e XVII secolo: notizie da una fonte settecentesca
JOHN HENRY VAN DER MEER: Gli strumenti musicali europei del Comune di Bologna

ISSN 1120–5741
ISBN 88–7096–071–4
284 p. (double issue)
Lit. 35 000
Pursuing the idea that

the particular instruments
the kinds of voices
the disposition of choirs
the instruments used in ensembles
the manner of singing and playing
the articulative nuances
the dynamics
the tuning system
the pitch
the alterations of rhythm
the pace of a work
the fluctuations of tempo
the nuances of rubato
the manner of ornamenting

were deeply meaningful to a composer
and an intrinsic part of the original conception

and that it is of value to rediscover and reinstate
these aspects inasmuch as this is possible

This is the aim of Performance Practice Review
published biannually (spring and fall)

Yearly subscriptions: $9 student, $19 individual, $38 institutional (+ $4 foreign)
checks to Performance Practice Review)

Back issues available (1988-1993): the same price per annum

Performance Practice Review
1422 Knoll Park Lane
Fallbrook CA 92028
tel. 619 723 0565, fax 619 723 0422
EARLY MUSIC AMERICA

for all who love early music

Join EMA's community of early music enthusiasts & professionals & enjoy these benefits:

- publications
- discounts on recordings, concerts & books
- news & information
- technical support & resources
- health & instrument insurance
- advocacy for the early music field
- expanding the audience for early music

For more information, contact:

EARLY MUSIC AMERICA
Beverly Simmons, Executive Director
11421½ Bellflower Road
Cleveland, OH 44106
(216) 229-1685 • FAX (216) 229-1688
E-MAIL: bxs6@po.cwru.edu
Whitley Bauguess Associates

MUSIC ENGRAVING
Musical Examples
Scores and Parts
Early Music

DESIGN & LAYOUT
Journals
Books
Newsletters
Articles

724 Pollock Street
New Bern, North Carolina 28562 USA
919.636.0476 Fax 919.636.2247

The King's Trumpetts and Shalmes
Music Editions

Renaissance & Early Baroque music for brasses in 4 to 8 parts, suitable for ensembles of modern or historical instruments. In modern edition, with score, parts, & parts set in original notation.

Renaissance music for Shawm Band, crumhorns, & recorders in 3 to 8 parts.

Baroque music for Oboe Band in 4 & 5 parts.

Please call or write for a free catalog.

1720-19th Avenue
San Francisco CA 94122
(415) 665-2083
RICHARD M. SERAPHINOFF
HISTORICAL INSTRUMENT MAKER
Specializing in accurate reproductions of 18th & 19th century horns

Orchestra horn after M. A. Raoux
Late 18th & early 19th centuries

Also Available
French Cor Solo    Trompe de Chasse
Historical Mouthpieces

Please write or call for free brochure

9245 EAST WOODVIEW DRIVE  BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA  47401-9143  USA
812-333-0167
Christopher Monk
Workshops
Cornets  Serpents
Baroque  Oboes
Director: Jeremy West
Craftsman: Keith Rogers

JW cornetto at 440 & 465
in fruit wood, rock maple and English boxwood
Standard resin cornetto at 440 & now also at 465

Oboes in collaboration with Dick Earle:
Baroque oboe after Stanesby at 415
in English boxwood
Oboe da caccia

Also tenor cornetti in sycamore
Mute cornets and Cornettini
Church Serpents in C and in D
Military Serpent in C
Great bass serpent

47 Chalsey Road
London  SE4 1YN England
Telephone: (44) 081 692 8321
Facsimile: (44) 081 694 8784